Passenger Car Trucks ... Components and Maintenance - Part 2
By Martin McDonnough

This is the third in a series of highly
informative articles by veteran Boston Amtrak
car inspector Martin McDonough, a man who
goes all the way back to New Haven heavyweight
days.

previous grease deposit could have been due to
an overzealous mechanic. If, however, there is
still further leakage, your roller bearing seal may
be damaged. Once again, the fault may lie with
the mechanic who may have over greased the
bearing and popped the seal.

His knowledge is extensive and he takes both
pleasure and great pride in sharing with all of us.
All of the photos in this article, unless
otherwise noted, were taken by John Kuehl,
Private Varnish Editor.
Roller Bearings
For years and years, railroads were plagued
by overheating journal boxes. Solid boxes
contained a lead-based bearing and adapter.
Waste material was placed under the journal and
this material had to be oiled on a daily basis.
Overheating occurred when the waste ignited due
to lack of oil.
The arrival of roller bearings just about put
an end to the dreaded hot box problem, allowing
wheelsets to operate over long periods of time
without much attention.
Roller Bearing Inspection and Maintenance
If your car is equipped with roller bearings
of the rotating cover type, check the journal ends.
The end caps should have their screws securely
tightened. Be sure that individual locking plate
lugs are flattened against the screw heads.
Check both the front and back of each
bearing for leakage. If a large amount of grease
has accumulated on the front of the wheel, wipe
it off with a rag. At the end of your next trip,
check it again. If the there’s no leakage, the

Martin McDonough is a former Amtrak Car
Inspector who’s roots go all the way back to
the New Haven Railroad. He resides in Hyde
Park, Massachusetts.

Not all private cars have roller bearings. Tourist lines
and museums operate many cars riding on solid
bearings. This solid bearing has a new brass, adequate
waste, and a good oil level in the journal box.

The Timken Roller Bearing Company has a
free booklet on roller bearing maintenance. It is
well worth your effort to obtain a copy of this
highly informative piece of literature.
In the past few years, a new type of bearing
invented by the Timken Company has appeared
on the market. This is the NFL bearing, NFL
standing for "no field lubrication." This fully
greased bearing is pressed onto the wheel axle. It
will never have to be greased again until the
wheel is scrap. Then you can remove it and
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Brake Levers and Rods

remount it on a new axle. Just check it over
thoroughly before mounting

Take a flashlight and poke your head
underneath the carbody (never miss the
opportunity to do this whenever you find yourself
on an inspection pit). Take a thorough look over
your complete brake rigging. All connections
should look securely fastened with either a
threaded type pin with a self-locking nut and/or a
cotter key or a standard brake pin, cotter key and
cotter key protector.

Timken class EE grease bearing (note grease fitting).

This type of bearing will go for thousands
and thousands of miles — a quality investment
and one that should eliminate all of the grease
problems and 99.9 percent of all hot boxes.

This brake hanger is secured with a brake pin and
cotter key. Note too that the brake head has a cotter
key protector. There are many miles left on this brake
shoe.

Timken class EE NFL bearing (note grease fitting hole
plugged). Individual locking plate lugs are securely flattened
against the bearing cap screws

Brake levers are joined to the brake beam by
pins or bolts inserted through a U-shaped forging
or casting on the brake beam called a clevis.
With your truck brake released, take a bar and
pry up the middle connecting rod. Watch the
clevis for looseness. If it is loose at the clevis, the
pins or bolts may be worn or the holes in the
brake beam are badly elongated. Correct this
condition.
Check that part of the ax1e directly under the
middle connecting rod. It may look like there is a
lot of distance between these connecting rods and
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axle but shimming or removal of equalizer coil
spring shims can change this distance. If the axle
has a shine to it directly under the middle
connecting rod, the rod has been rubbing on the
axle. This condition can be corrected by adding
shims to the top of the equalizer coil spring.

entire width of the wheel tread. With a flanging
brake shoe, the heat is unevenly concentrated on
the outer edge of the wheel and this can lead to
thermal cracks on the wheel rim.

There’s plenty of space between the middle connecting rod
and the axle on this 6-wheel truck.

An examination of the middle connecting
rod will show if it needs to be built up with weld
or whether it should be replaced altogether.
If the rod continues to rub on the axle and no
corrective action is taken, the rod will eventually
break or two. Next, excessive brake rigging slack
will occur. When the next brake application is
made, the brake cylinder piston will extend to its
full travel length and may possibly break the nonpressure cylinder head.

This brake head is secured to the brake hanger with a
threaded pin and secured with cotter keyed slotted nut.
Trunion end may have been hit with a hammer.
Important part of the trunion is that portion upon which
fits the lower end of the brake hanger.

Safety Straps — Brake Beam and Bolster
Safety straps are just what the name implies.
On a truck, their purpose is to keep a truck or
brake component from dropping onto the
roadbed. Check your trucks. If this safety
equipment is a part of your truck, be absolutely
sure that the equipment is of sufficient strength to
perform its safety function. Make absolutely sure
that all safety equipment securement devices are
tight.
Flanging Brake Shoes

Brake beam safety straps and truck brake cut out cock (light
colored valve on brake pipe at upper right) on a six-wheel
truck.

A brake shoe that rides on the outer rim of
the wheel is called a flanging brake shoe. When
the brakes are applied, the friction between the
shoe and the wheel causes the wheel to heat up.
This heat should be evenly distributed over the
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A flanging brake shoe also causes excessive
lateral pressure on the brake beam and its
components. This can lead to one or a
combination of the following:
•
•
•
•

broken brake shoe
brake shoe head could break in two
brake beam hanger could break in two
brake beam itself could break in two

Remember that you will be traveling over
railroads that are now 100 percent freight
oriented and that in an emergency you may be
dealing with a mechanic who has never worked
on passenger equipment.
A Quick Summary of Parts 1 and 2
•

Invest in constant contact side bearings.

•

Invest in Timken NFL roller bearings. One
less thing to eat up your time while you re on
the road for a long, long time.

•

Don’t allow your bearings to he overgreased
It is the surest way to blow your bearing
seals. As the grease in your bearings heats
up while you’re underway, it will expand. If
the bearing seal does get blown, you’re in big
trouble. At the very least, we’re talking about
removing the entire axle and wheel assembly
and then the bearing from the axle.
Remember, your bearing seal is in the back
of the journal box.

•

And here’s an easy one. Before you start on
that trip, make sure that your brake shoes
have enough material on them to last for the
entire trip. It’s a lot easier to change those
shoes in home surroundings where you feel
comfortable than in taking a chance of
having to do it somewhere out on the road
where you ’re unfamiliar with the territory.
Take some spares along too. If your car or
cars are not equipped with whatever Amtrak
has on hand, you may not be able to get what
you need when you need it.

Close-up detail look at brake beam safety strap, clevis
connecting the brake lever to the brake beam trunion at the
end of the brake beam.

A quick inspection will find a flanging brake
shoe in a hurry. Change it out regardless of the
amount of material remaining on the shoe.
Inspection will also show that the cause of a
flanging brake shoe is either in the brake shoe
head or the brake beam trunion (the end of the
brake shoe beam). The bushings in the problem
connection will be found to be worn, causing the
flanging, Welding and/or rebushing will bring
this problem up to specifications.
Truck Brake Cut Out
All trucks have a truck brake cut out cock.
When this cock is in the closed position (handle
parallel to the brake pipe), a mechanic can safely
work on the brake rigging without fear of having
his hands crushed. Additionally, the truck brake
cut out cock is also useful in the event that a
truck-related emergency should arise while you
are on the road. In the event of brake trouble, you
can cut out the truck brake and proceed to the
nearest terminal. Know where your truck brake
cut out cock is. It wouldn’t hurt to paint then, in
order to locate them easily in the dark.
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Hyatt Passenger Car Roller Bearings
The country around Wray, Colorado
(population 1953), is absolutely beautiful in the
summertime. The fields and sky extend as far as
the eye can see. However, the fascination has a
tendency to wear off quickly if you have to be set
out there. The same might also be said of what
has been humorously referred to as "the private
car track" at Perryville, Maryland, in two other
separate indicants.
All three incidents alluded to above involve
PVs equipped with trucks riding on Hyatt’s long
discontinued passenger car roller bearings.
Unlike Timken and SKF roller bearings
which are designed to take any combination of
radial and lateral thrusts, the Hyatt bearing
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depends on the bearing rollers to take up the
radial thrust and a brass thrust bearing set in the
bearing cover to absorb the lateral thrust.

Finally, the old Hyatts are oil bearings and
the oil level should be checked every 30 days.
Timken makes a replacement bearing for the
Hyatt box. The Timken is a grease bearing
which, when properly greased, should be good
for a full year before being regressed.
Sure, it takes a bit of extra time and effort
that you may not ordinarily plan for at your home
terminal. On the other hand, you’ll have lots of
time to determine what the problem is once
you’ve been set out at Wray.

A complete truck with Hyatt bearings.

Today’s modern trackside digital readout hot
box detectors caught all three cars in the above
incidents. One of the problems was solved when
the problem wheelset was retrammed. In one of
the remaining incidents, the bearing cover plate
was removed. The problem here was found to be
a cracked brass lateral thrust bearing which was
removed and replaced. The cause of the third
incident is unrecorded.
What to do if you’ve got a Hyatt equipped
car? Here are a few things that you can do to cut
down on the odds of your having a bearing
problem.

Close-up view of a Hyatt bearing on a 6-wheel outside swing
hanger truck.

Before you begin that next trip, remove each
bearing cover plate and have a look inside. What
you’re looking for is brass chips or shavings that
are a sure indication of a problem in progress.
Next, remove all excess oil from the bearing
cover plate and clean the entire inside cover with
solvent. Inspect the brass lateral thrust bearing.
Replace if necessary.
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